
~Snow Much Love~

What you need~
10" X 12" light background fabric.
10" X 12" light fusible interfacing (for back of embroidery.)
Aurifil 12 wt thread in the following colors~
#1147 green.
#1318 light brown.
#2145 orange.
#2372 dark brown.
#2692 black.
#5002 cherry.
#5006 blue.
Embroidery needles.
8" hoop.
Scissors.
Marking pen.
Light box or window.
(6 to 8) 5" charm squares or scraps larger than 2" X 5".
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~Stitching Your Block~

Let’s begin~
*Trace embroidery pattern onto center of background square.
*Iron fusible interfacing to wrong side of background. 
*Using a back-stitch and (5006) blue thread, stitch snowman bodies, snow on the ground

and snowflakes.
*Using a french knot and (5006) blue thread, stitch dotes on snowflakes.
*Using a back-stitch and (1318) light brown thread, stitch the girl snowman’s hat and

scarf.
*Using a back-stitch and (2692) black thread, stitch boy snowman’s hat.
*Using a back-stitch and (1147) green thread, stitch boy snowman’s scarf.
*Using a satin-stitch and (1147) green thread, stitch girls snowman’s hat strips, ball and the

boy’s hat band.
*Using a back-stitch and (2145) orange thread, stitch both snowman noses.
*Using a back-stitch and (2372) dark brown thread, stitch “Love” and both snowmen

arms.
*Using a back-stitch and (5002) cherry thread, stitch “Love” heart and large heart on girl

snowman body.
*Using a satin-stitch and (5002) cherry thread, stitch girl snowman’s scarf heart, small

heart on her body, her button hearts and heart on boy snowman’s hat.
*Using a french knot stitch and (1147) green thread, stitch dotes on the girls scarf.
*Using a french knot stitch and (2692) black thread, stitch eye’s on both snowmen and

button’s on boy snowman.
*Press background fabric when you are done stitching.
*Center and cut background to 4 ½" X 6 ½" rectangle.

*From charm squares cut (4) 1 ½" X 2 ½" rectangles and 
(4) 1 ½" X 4 ½" rectangles.

*Stitch (2) 1 ½" X 2 ½" rectangles together. Press. 
Make 2 side units.

*Stitch side units to sides of trimmed embroidery rectangle.
*Stitch (2) 1 ½" X 4 ½" rectangles together. Press. 

Make 2 top and bottom units.
*Stitch side units to top and bottom of trimmed embroidery

rectangle.
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